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Abstract: Engineering the information system that runs a heterogeneous mobile sensor network is a complex task. In this paper we present the solution that was developed in the context of the ExpoLIS project. The goal of this project is to deploy a network of mobile (low-cost) sensors in city buses. Besides the software that needs to transfer, process, and store sensor data, we also developed a mobile application to increase awareness on air pollution, and a tool that allows scientists to subscribe to sensor data. We present the engineering solutions that form the backbone of the information system, and the structure and design of developing supporting tools. We discuss our choices regarding how sensor data are processed in order to make these data available for the common citizen. We mention possible future directions for the software that we have developed.

1 INTRODUCTION

Industrial nations around the world have witnessed an increase in air pollution due to increased traffic, and industrial activities. Natural events such as fires and dust storms also degrade air quality. This has led to the deployment of air monitoring stations. Measurements made by these stations are used by different agencies to check pollution levels, to warn citizens when levels are dangerous, and to follow the results of environmental policies. While air monitoring stations provide highly accurate measurements, their high costs hinder their dissemination. As a result, they have low spatial coverage.

With the advent of Low Cost Sensors (LCS), there has been an increase in the deployment of sensor networks to monitor several air parameters (Becnel et al., 2019; Weissert et al., 2020; Hasenfratz et al., 2015; Lin et al., 2020). Their low cost, small size, and mobility allows greater dissemination and thus increased measurements and spatial coverage. As a result, we can accurately track the impact of human activities.

The ExpoLIS project (Santana et al., 2021) aims to develop an air quality exposure sensing system, composed by a network of sensor nodes, and deploy it on public transportation (buses) to obtain the real-time air pollution distribution in urban areas. Gathered data will be used to raise awareness of citizens (Teles et al., 2020) and will be made available for environmental scientists. These data can be used to train pollution prediction models (Mariano et al., 2021).

Several research projects often present a high level description of their information system, either focusing on semantics (Calbimonte et al., 2014), or truthful sensing (Radanovic and Faltings, 2015). In this paper, we will describe the engineering approach in the ExpoLIS project to build the information system that collects sensor data, stores sensor information, and allows users to consult the data. Compared to other papers (Esquiagola et al., 2018; Kersting et al., 2017), we complement them by offering a detailed description of the technical challenges and learned lessons on designing a novel information system, which supports the above referred functionalities.
This paper is organised as follows. The information system is presented in Section 2. Then, a discussion regarding the developed work and possible lines of future work is provided in Section 3. Finally, some conclusions are drawn in Section 4.

2 INFORMATION SYSTEM

The information system that comprises ExpoLIS contains a database server where sensor and processed data are stored, a route planner server, a web server targeted at the scientific community where they can subscribe to sensor data, and a mobile application for citizens which displays air quality information and provides an interface for the route planner. The backbone of this information system is the database where sensor readings are stored. We will start by describing a list of requirements that guided the development of this collection of applications. This will serve to introduce the data model, after which we will describe the main components of each application.

The database was implemented in PostgreSQL as it contains PostGIS\(^1\), a spatial plugin that provides geographical objects and queries. The route planner server was implemented using Open Source Routing Machine (OSRM)\(^2\) a routing service that uses OpenStreetMap (OSM) data (Luxen and Vetter, 2011). Besides a database where sensor data are stored, there is a second database where OSM data are imported using the osm2pgsql tool.\(^3\) The mobile application was developed in Java and was targeted for the Android operating system. Apache was the chosen web server. Our LCS use MQTT (MQTT, 2019) to communicate data to the sensor database. Figure 1 shows an overview of the ExpoLIS information system with major applications, hardware and actors.

2.1 Requirements

In the beginning of the ExpoLIS project we tested different LCS to check their reliability, accuracy, and available software libraries. We decided to monitor the following set of air quality parameters: PM1, PM2.5, PM10, NO\(_2\), CO, temperature, pressure, and humidity. Since we had no sensor data of our own at the beginning of the project, we had to rely on public available data to test the developing software. We decided to use the data available from the OpenSense project (Maag et al., 2018), in particular the air quality parameters number of particles, particle diameter and LDSA. This last parameter, an acronym for Lung Deposited Surface Area, is a proxy for the quantity of particulate matter that can be deposited in the lung (Kuuluvainen et al., 2016).

The first requirement derived from the fact that we had heterogeneous sensor data. That is to say, two data collecting hardware equipment could have different sensors.

Since we are aiming for a mobile LCS network, every sensor reading would have a geo-location, independently of the hardware. A timestamp is also required for data analysis. Therefore, the second requirement was the need for precise date and location.

Contrary to air quality monitoring stations that provide hourly data, LCS tend to provide data with higher temporal resolution. This tends to increase significantly the amount of data that is acquired. Moreover, LCS are less accurate, which may increase the number of outliers. Given these factors, the third requirement was to aggregate sensor data both periodically and geographically. Plots and analysis would be based on these aggregated data.

Despite the high spatial resolution provided by the sensor network, it is interesting to obtain a prediction of air quality in zones where the sensors cannot reach. This can be achieved by interpolating sensor data. Typically, interpolating algorithms use data from a specific time period and generate a mesh of values with a specific resolution. As such, the fourth requirement is the ability to store interpolated data.

2.2 Data Model

2.2.1 Database Model

Given the requirements described in the previous section, we elaborated the database model shown in Figure 2. This model shows the tables and foreign keys that are present in the database. Sensor readings are stored in table measurement_properties and in a collection of tables that in figure are represented by table measurement_data_D where letter D represents a physical sensor measure. Table measurement_properties stores the timestamp and the geo-location (attributes when and location). Since the
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\(^1\)For more information see https://postgis.net/
\(^2\)For an example see http://project-osrm.org/

Figure 1: Overview of the ExpoLIS information system and use cases. Arrow connectors represent information flow, while round connectors represent calls.
GPS sensor provides an error estimate, we also store it. With this arrangement of tables, we can handle heterogeneous LCS mobile networks. Two different equipment can produce measurements of different physical quantities. Each one would generate two different sets of entries in the table set _measurement_data_D_.

Table _aggregation_S_D_P_R_ represents a collection of tables that contains aggregated data. Letter _S_ stands for one of the three aggregation functions used in our system: minimum, maximum, and average. The letter _D_ represents again a physical quantity measured by a sensor. Letters _P_ and _R_ are related to the periodicity and resolution, respectively, used when aggregating data. Currently, we have implemented hourly and daily periods, and 100 m and 1000 m spatial resolutions.

In the data model, table _interpolation_M_D_P_R_ represents a collection of tables that contain interpolated data. Letter _M_ stands for the interpolation algorithm used, while the letters _D_, _P_, and _R_ have the meaning described above.

Information about the sensor hardware is represented by tables _node_sensors_, _sensor_hardware_, _sensor_specifications_, and _sensor_type_. Of these tables, the most important is _node_sensors_ as it represents a node of the sensor network (sensor node) and it is referenced by sensor measurements. Its attributes allow us to represent when a sensor node was deployed and to specify its description. The other tables serve to describe the LCS that are installed in a particular sensor node. Table _sensor_type_ is used to describe what physical quantity (e.g., PM1, temperature) the sensor measures. Sensor specification is stored in another table in order to cope with heterogeneous sensors that, although measure the same quantity, have different accuracies and/or ranges.

As the sensor nodes are going to be deployed in city buses, tables _bus_, _bus_assignment_, _line_path_, and _line_ are used to represent physical buses and the lines they travel through. Entries in _table bus_ are referenced by records in _table node_sensors_ thus indicating in which bus a node sensor is deployed.

The final table in the data model is _subscription_data_, which stores information about user subscriptions. Users will periodically get informed (through an email) when new data are available. Currently we support hourly and daily updates.

### 2.2.2 Class Diagram

The database model presented in the previous section constitutes the core of the data model used throughout the applications that form the ExpoLIS information system. Applications that use the information stored in the database, have classes that match most of the tables presented in Figure 2. There are, however, other concepts that are not represented in this figure, but are central to these applications. Figure 3 shows a class diagram of these concepts.

Of particular importance are the four enumerators _Statistic_, _Period_, _Resolution_, and _InterpolationMethod_, which are used to process sensor data and store these in the collection of tables _aggregation_S_D_P_R_ and _interpolation_M_D_P_R_. These enums are used to create the table names, to specify which SQL function should be used when aggregating, the longitude and latitude resolution to use when creating an interpolated mesh, the application that interpolates data, and to generate the source code for the web server and mobile application.

Class _SensorData_ represents a physical quantity measured by a LCS. Again, its attributes are used to generate the source code for the web pages, and the mobile app. Another attribute is used to process messages sent by the sensor node. There are a set of flag attributes that specify if sensor data are used by the mobile app, the routing server, or can be subscribed. The remaining attribute is used by route planner. Details about this attribute will be discussed below.

Enumerators _Travel_ is used by the software components that deal with the route planner. It represents the different mediums that can be used when going from one place to another. It is used when computing a route that takes into consideration pollution exposure. _Travel_ enums are discussed below.

### 2.3 Data Server Scripts

The data server is where sensor information is stored. It forms the main core of the ExpoLIS information system. As the data server runs in the same machine as the subscription web server and route planner, we have decided to integrate them and make them available as a single package.

The ExpoLIS information system contains a set of scripts that are responsible for receiving sensor data, processing them, and making them available for end-users. There are also scripts that support the route planner. As the mobile sensor can be heterogeneous, and new sensors can be added to it, there is also a script to provide this functionality.

An illustration of how information sent by a sensor node is processed is depicted in Figure 4. Scripts that run on the sensor data server are represented by rectangles. They are organised depending on whether
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The source code and instructions for installing these three servers are available at [http://github.com/expolis-project/expolis-server](http://github.com/expolis-project/expolis-server).
they are running continuously waiting for events, or are periodically run. In the latter case, they are also organised by the periodicity. These scripts access tables in the database (represented by cylinders), and/or files (represented by rectangles). External processes are represented by 3D boxes.

One of the persisting scripts is responsible for subscribing to MQTT messages and to process sensor data. Whenever a new message arrives, its content is processed. The MQTT message is an array of sensor values. Recall that a SensorData object contains the index where its value is stored in the previous array. Sensor data are stored in the corresponding tables. In turn, this is used by scripts that run periodically to aggregate and interpolate data, to process subscriptions and create CSV files with subscribed sensor data, and to clean these CSV files.

There are other scripts related to the routing application and the OSRM servers. These are discussed in the following section.

2.4 Route Planner

The route planner is based on OSRM. In order to install one OSRM, one has to specify a geographical region in OSM format. This region is processed using an OSRM tool chain that processes the roads in the OSM region file in order to compute the weight of edges of the graph that form the road network. When computing the weight of a road, one can specify a OSRM profile where the weight may be further adjusted. It is in this profile that we can use any sensor reading to modify the road weight. These profiles are written in the LUA scripting language.

OSRM comes with three predefined profiles: one for vehicles, one for bikes and a third for walking. They automatically filter out any road that cannot be traversed by a car, bike or person. We adapted these profiles to add three additional profiles that adjust the weight depending on sensor readings. The weight of road \( w \) of these new profiles is a linear combination of the weight computed by the predefined profile and a sensor-based pollution value \( p(w) \). The parameters of the linear combination are specified by attributes weight_osrm and weight_pollution of class OSRMRasterConfig.

In order to compute the pollution value \( p \) we use the following OSRM functionality. In OSRM we can query a matrix, \( P \), that is associated to a rectangular geographical region, to obtain the value, \( P_{ij} \), in a particular location \( l \) within that region. This means that matrix entry \((i, j)\) is the one that matches geographical location \( l \). This matrix is computed using interpolated data, which in turn depends on aggregated data (table sets interpolation_M_D_P_R and aggregation_S_D_P_R, respectively). Only sensor data that is flagged as usable by the router is used (see attribute route_planer_flag in class SensorData in Figure 3). The interpolated data goes through a filter to select the pollution with the maximum concentration using attribute pollution_limit. The value of element \((i, j)\) in the pollution matrix \( P \) is given by:

\[
P_{ij} = 1 + \max_{d \in D} \frac{x_d(i, j) - L_d}{L_d},
\]

where \( D \) represents the set of all route enabled sen-

4https://www.lua.org/
where $W$ is the set of matrix $P$ indices that match the geographical locations between the endpoints of road $w$, $\alpha_t$ is the indoor/outdoor ratio for the selected travel medium $t$, and $\beta_t$ is the respiratory rate associated with the travel medium $t$ (e.g., car, foot). Variables $\alpha_t$ and $\beta_t$ correspond to attributes indoor_outdoor and respiratory_rate of enumerator Travel. For each OSRM profile, there is a corresponding enum Travel $t$.

Figure 5 shows how information flows between processes and database tables. There is a script that updates on a daily basis the matrix used by the sensor-based OSRM profiles. Note that it uses table interpolation M_D_P_R (see Section 2.3 and Figure 4). The OSM region is updated on a weekly basis. This triggers the update of the default OSRM graph data (the OSRM tool chain) and the latitude and longitude span of matrix $P$ used in the other OSRM graph data. The default OSRM profiles remain unchanged. There is also an application that updates knowledge-based OSRM graph data, which is discussed in the next section. Finally, on operating system boot, all the OSRM servers are launched which wait for connections from the mobile application.

### 2.5 Knowledge Elicitation

During the course of the ExpoLIS project, we have developed a tool that allows an environmental expert to graphically represent pollution sources and diffusion processes (Vital et al., 2021). The tool is capable of generating a pollution map representing pollution emitted by these sources. This map can be exported as a matrix that can be used by OSRM. As illustrated in Figure 5, whenever the system administrator runs the update knowledge based OSRM server script, the knowledge-based data used by the corresponding OSRM servers are updated.

Figure 6 shows an example of the knowledge elicitation tool. A single pollution source has been placed in the centre of the map. In order to illustrate the effect of this pollution source, the matrix data generated by the tool was introduced in the ExpoLIS information system, and the corresponding routing data were updated. Figure 7 shows two routes computed by our system: one only takes into consideration road length, while the other also considers pollution exposure.

### 2.6 Subscription Web Server

Scientists can use the web server to subscribe for daily updates of sensor information. A periodic script checks valid subscriptions, and whenever there are new sensor data, it creates a CSV file and sends an email (with a link to the CSV file) to the scientist.
There is a deadline to download the CSV file, after which the file is deleted to clear space in the ExpoLIS disk server.

The web server also provides a search functionality, where a scientist can choose a time period and a selection of sensor data. A CSV file is created, again with a deadline to be downloaded.

The web pages are updated whenever new sensor data is added to the ExpoLIS information system and it is flagged as subscribable.

2.7 Mobile App

One of the goals of the ExpoLIS project is to increase citizen’s awareness. In (Teles et al., 2020) we have presented a 3D game aimed at children that uses different visualisation techniques to present air pollution data. The mobile app is aimed to an adult audience.
Figure 7: An example of the route planning ignoring (top screenshot) and avoiding (bottom screenshot) pollution, created by a user with the knowledge elicitation tool (best seen in colour).

Its purpose is also to increase citizen’s awareness for air pollution\(^5\). One of the consequences when developing this application is the need to commit to a set of air pollution measures. In our case, we decided to show temperature, humidity, CO, NO\(_2\), PM\(_1\), PM\(_2.5\), and PM\(_10\) levels. If the attribute mobile_app_flag of class SensorData is True, this causes the creation of SQL functions that are used by the mobile app to display sensor data. This is also used to generate Java source code that runs on the mobile app to call these SQL functions.

Figure 8 (left screenshot) shows the main screen of the mobile app. It summarises, in the middle top, sensor readings of currently selected sensor node using a combination of coloured graphs and simple values. We use Air Quality Index (AQI) colour coded values\(^6\). In the middle bottom, there is a map showing the latest known location of sensor nodes. The user can select the map markers to view the corresponding sensor node, or click the bus button on the bottom of the screen. From the main screen the user can select, the two left most buttons on the bottom of the screen to view either a map or a plot with air pollution data. The middle and right screenshots in Figure 8 show examples of these functionalities. Screenshots of the route planner functionality can be seen in Figure 7.

2.8 Sensor Node

The software that runs in the sensor node is responsible for querying the underlying sensor hardware and sending the data to the public MQTT broker\(^7\). Details about the sensor hardware are described elsewhere (Santana et al., 2021).

The sensor node communicates with the outside world through three MQTT topics: expolis_project/sensor_nodes/sn_x used to publish sensor data collected by sensor node number x; expolis_project/sensor_nodes/images/sn_x used to send images in case the sensor node has an installed camera; expolis_project/sensor_nodes/management/sn_x used to manage the sensor node. The sensor node also has a private MQTT broker used by ExpoLIS personnel to check and debug a sensor node.

The sensor node is a Raspberry single board computer running Linux. A daemon process periodically pools the sensors, and publishes a MQTT message every second containing the most recent sensor readings. The content of the message is a text string containing the sensor identification, message number, timestamp and sensor values. Note that a sensor value position in this text string must follow the specification as represented by attribute mqtt_message_index of class SensorData.

The daemon process also stores sensor readings in a local (in the sensor node) CSV file. This is a preventive measure to safeguard any data losses. Additionally, the process keeps in memory values from the last four hours. The message number forms a sequence. If the data server detects any missing message numbers, it requests the corresponding data from the sensor node.

As discussed in (Santana et al., 2021), the sensor node uses a Kalman filter to compensate for outliers read by the PM sensors. The parameters of the Kalman filter are also stored in the sensor database in appropriate measurement_data_D tables.

3 DISCUSSION

In the previous sections we have described the engineering solution for the software that forms the backbone of the ExpoLIS information system. We have been using it with sensor nodes that are capable of measuring temperature, humidity, pressure, CO, NO\(_2\), PM\(_1\), PM\(_2.5\), and PM\(_10\). The current section highlights the major achievements of the current work and shares its most relevant learned lessons.

One of the requirements was the ability to have a heterogeneous mobile sensor network. This was ac-

\(^5\)The mobile app is available at http://github.com/expolis-project/expolis-mobile-app.

\(^6\)https://www.airnow.gov/aqi/aqi-basics/.

\(^7\)The source code and instructions to install the sensor node software are available at http://github.com/expolis-project/expolis-sensor-node.
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completed by splitting sensor measurements in the set of tables measurement_properties and measurement_data_D. Common data collected by a sensor data is stored in table measurement_properties while data that depends on the hardware installed in a particular sensor node goes to the set of tables measurement_data_D. While the initial goal of these tables is to store physical quantities, they have been used to also store parameters of the Kalman filter as described in section 2.8. Since these parameters are not changed very often, a better solution could be used in order to save space on the database. A table that stores sensor data processing parameters could be a solution.

Another possible usage of tables measurement_data_D and class SensorData is to store synthetic data. The knowledge elicitation tool presented in Section 2.5 can be used by a virtual sensor node combined with a pollution model to generate air quality readings whenever there are no available sensor node hardware. Class SensorData can be extended with an attribute that represents if sensor data are real or synthetic. Moreover, we can compare readings from real data and the pollution model to check for accuracy.

The sensor node processes PM readings using a Kalman filter. Both raw PM readings and PM filtered data are stored in the database in corresponding measurement_data_D tables. This means we are using SensorData to represent filtered data. If we take into account the possibility of having synthetic data, class SensorData could have an attribute that specifies the type or origin of data, an attribute whose possible values would be raw, synthetic, or processed. The latter would also work not only for filtered data using a Kalman filter, but for data that are processed, before being analysed. As an example, the CO and NO₂ sensors output two reference values that have to be processed to correct the CO or NO₂ measurements. Associated to each SensorData object of processed origin, would be a function that takes a stream of values from a sensor node at a given location and timestamp, and returns the sensor measure for that location and timestamp.

Mobile sensor networks tend to produce data at high rates. In our case we have chosen a sampling period of one second. This tends to massively increase the amount of data. This has led us to implement an aggregation step. We aggregate data both spatially as well as temporally. The choice of spatial and temporal resolution depends on data usages. One of the possible applications is to study the impact of urban canyons on pollution dispersion. This means that spatial resolution cannot be much bigger than road width, otherwise we may risk having multiple roads in the same aggregated grid. On the other hand, if temporal resolution is in the order of days, we may not observe cyclical patterns caused by rush hours that typically last about one to two hours. Of course having fine grained resolution, means that we will generate lots of data, specially in terms of interpolated data, as we have to store a value for each grid cell that was computed by the interpolation algorithm. This means that we have to strike a balance between spatial and temporal resolution. These considerations have led us to choose the spatial and temporal resolutions mentioned in Section 2.4.

Figure 8: Screenshots of the mobile application. From left to right: online data, view map, and view plot.
4 CONCLUSIONS

We have presented the software that forms the backbone of the ExpoLIS information system. We started by listing the requirements and then proceeded with the data model. The information system can handle a heterogeneous mobile sensor network. We have also presented a set of applications that use the collected data. This has led us to select a set of air quality properties to be monitored and presented to users, either from the general population or scientists interested in studying and analysing air quality data. The core database can be adapted to other geographical regions and/or air quality measures. The data server scripts can be easily configured to this goal. Future work has been discussed in the previous section.
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